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Obesity in dogs is a serious medical problem and 

there are more overweight dogs than ever before.  

Fat dogs are more prone to injury, and have more 

stress on heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, and joints. 

Excess weight can worsen osteoarthritis, can cause 

respiratory problems in hot weather and during 

exercise, lead to diabetes, and generally lessen the 

quality of life for a family pet. As many as half of all 

dogs in the US are overweight, but the majority of 

their owners are in denial. 

IS MY DOG FIT?  
When you run your fingers over your dog’s ribs, you 

should feel a thin layer of fat sliding over the ribs 

and spine. If the ribs are hidden under a layer of fat, 

your dog is overweight. Look at the dog’s “tuck up” 

where the rear legs meet the stomach area. Your 

dog should have a waist both from the side view 

and from above. Because we’re so used to seeing 

overweight dogs, many folks think a dog at his 

proper weight is too skinny. 

HOW MUCH? 
First, don’t judge the amount to feed from the label 

on the dog food bag. The dog food companies want 

to sell more food, not monitor your dog’s weight. 

Some people like to fill a bowl with food and let the 

dog eat whatever they want. Very few dogs eat what 

their body needs and stop at that. The majority will 

substantially overeat and get fat. Let your dog’s 

“figure” tell you how much to feed.   

The amount of food should be measured with an 

actual measuring cup. Knowing how much and how 

often your dog eats is essential for weight control, 

housebreaking a puppy and maintaining the general 

health of your dog. You should know exactly how 

much food your dog eats so you can adjust amount 

up or down if needed. 

HOW OFTEN? 
Puppies from 5-12 weeks will need to be fed three 

times per day, after that they may be fed twice a 

day.  Small breeds however, may need to be fed 

more often for a longer period. Puppy formulated 

food is fine up to about age 6 months but after that, 

especially larger breeds should be put on adult 

food. Too much rich food for an older puppy can 

cause obesity and an overly rapid growth. 

We all tend to spoil our dogs with table scraps. In 

moderation there’s usually no harm, however you 

need to include those in their daily ration and 

adjust to keep the calories in check. 

WHAT TO FEED? 
For most dogs, a good quality kibble is best, 

moistened with a little warm water to make it 

easier to digest. Semi-moist foods are high in sugar; 

canned foods are very high in water content, gelatin 

and lack needed fiber. If you need to give your dog a 

treat between meals, give a very small treat. Break 

that biscuit in half!  


